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Face Recognition using Hierachical Feature Representation

Fang Zhenpeng (Computer Application Technology)

Advised by Professor Shan Shiguang

Since 1990s, researchers in the field of face recognition have focused on finding effective

representations of human faces, which are more understandable for computers rather than hu-

man beings. Before 2005, almost all the face representations are based on low-level features.

Some representative works in this time are geometric features, subspace technology, wavelet

coding and local descriptors. Though, there exist many types of low-level features, and some

of them indeed play incredible roles in the field of face recognition. However, low-level repre-

sentations are not fully consistent with the mechanism of human vision. In the human vision

system, visual signal is hierarchically processed. Eyes are responsible for receiving visual stim-

ulation. The primary visual cortex which also known as V1, receives information from visual

field, and generates point and edge detectors to transmit visual signals into points and edges,

and finally send them to higher level visual cortex. Visual area V2, receives forward point and

edge information from V1, generates motion detectors, stereoscopic depth detectors and colour

detectors, and send those strong connections to higher level cortexes. At the meanwhile, it also

sends strong feedback connections to V1. Signals go forth in the same manner, and finally

are aggregated into semantic representations and meaningful behaviors, which help humans

know the world. Thanks to the booming development of low-level representations, high-level

representations come into fashion since 2005. researchers mimic the mechanism of human vi-

sion, create lots of artificial brains. Those brains extract information from low-level features

and combine them into more abstract and more discriminative high-level features like human

beings. Two of the best known and standing out artificial brains are Fisher Vector, which is

the representative work of bag-of-visual-words model, and Deep Convolution Neural Network,

which is more suitable for images and videos compared to other deep learning model. As

the main strength, they continuously update performance on various application scenarios, and

even form the two-way race situation in the field of face recognition and object recognition.

Therefore, in this paper, we in-depth study fisher vector and deep convolution neural network,

and conduct a larger number of evaluations in various configurations, and try to point out some

useful experience, and go a step further to make some improvements and integrations.

In the aspect of Fisher Vector: First, a brief methodology of Bag-of-Visual-Words and

Fisher Vector is discussed, and Fisher Vector is re-explained from the hierarchical model per-

spective. Secondly, an implementation trick of Fisher Vector is proposed, and the tricky im-
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plementation is compared to the original one. And then, the importance of SIFT normalization

and fisher vector encoding normalization are paid much attention. After that, different ways

of local feature extraction including SIFT and location information are compared mutually.

Moreover, discriminative information is added into the early stage of fisher vector to increase

the discriminability of Gaussian Mixture Model and improve the performance of face verifi-

cation. Finally, two kind of feature reduction approaches are proposed. Principal component

analysis and large margin metric learning are used to learn a low-dimensional representation

of the original high-dimensional fisher vector in resource-limited conditions, and further boost

speed and performance.

In the aspect of Deep Convolution Neural Network: First, two kind of the-state-of-the-

art deep models, Deep Belief Network and Deep Convolution Neural Network, are compared

carefully. Deep convolution neural network is proved from theory and practice, that it has a

stronger ability to adapt data and an easier capability of generalization in handling images and

videos. On the speed hand, this paper seeks a better data storage manner to ensure the continuity

of memory address, uses single instruction multiple data technique to do parallel computation,

substitutes convolution by matrix multiplication and merge maxpooling layer with ReLU layer.

With all the technique above, deep convolution neural network is accelerated by ten times of

the original version. What’s more, a schema of cascading deep convolution neural network

from simple to complex is proposed to learn simple deep networks for abundant ordinary data

and complex deep networks for small amounts of singular data, and make different networks

adapt to different data with the corresponding capacities. This paper also proposes multiple

guidelines and multi-backward steams deep convolution neural network, which speeds up the

training process and boost the performance of deep convolution neural network.

In conclusion, this work studied two of the most advanced works in face recognition,

those are fisher vector and deep convolution neural network. And this work proposed some

improvement and pointed out a lot of meaningful experience, and did extensive experiments,

and enhanced the performance of face recognition and face verification. In the end of our work,

several interesting and open problems for further research are given.

Keywords: face recognition, bag of visual word, fisher vector, deep learning, deep con-

volution neural network
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